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Recent single-molecular observations have revealed that a single giant DNA molecule assumes
micro phase separated structures upon the addition of condensing agents. Electron and atomic
force microscopy have clearly shown the coexistence of ordered tori and disordered coil structures
within a single DNA molecule. Motivated by these experimental findings, we theoretically
investigated the collapse transition of a single polyelectrolyte chain driven by the addition of
condensing guest molecules. We found that the transition behavior critically depends on the degree
of the surviving charge inside the torus. When the torus is charged, even slightly, “rings-on-a-string”
structures are expected for a sufficiently long chain, owing to the combinational entropy of segment
state distribution along the chain and the unique property of the stability of charged torus. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2244555
I. INTRODUCTION
Within living cells, long DNA molecules exist in a
tightly packed compact state. It is expected that the function
of DNA is highly correlated to its structure and manner of
packing. Therefore, understanding the manner of DNA fold-
ing is a necessary step to unveil the mechanism that under-
lies many fundamental biological processes, such as DNA
replication and transcription. Accordingly, the issue of DNA
compaction has promoted a lot of theoretical and experimen-
tal studies.1–3 In very dilute solution, individual DNA mol-
ecules are collapsed by the addition of various kinds of con-
densing agents. This conformational transformation has been
shown to be a discrete transition at the level of individual
chains,4 in contrast to the classical scenario, a gradual shrink-
ing through the  point.1 The collapsed structure is not a
liquidlike spherical globule but rather a crystalline structure
with local orientational order, and its morphology is typically
a torus. Such features are expected to be a consequence of
the chain stiffness. In fact, computer simulation studies have
shown that a stiff or semiflexible chain folds from a swollen
coil into a crystalline torus structure discontinuously.5–8
The recent development of single-molecular observation
has revealed that an all-or-none discrete transition is not the
only type of DNA folding. Instead, DNA molecules develop
structural heterogeneities, where collapsed parts and coil
parts coexist within a single chain under certain conditions.
These partially collapsed states are stable within a certain
range of condensing agent concentration, and the further ad-
dition of condensing agent leads to complete collapse.9–11
This observation has promoted several theoretical
attempts.11–14 At certain conditions, experiments have re-
vealed that the partially collapsed parts take an ordered torus
structure, which are interconnected by coil parts.15,16 Hence,
a single DNA chain takes a “rings-on-a-string” conforma-
tion, as shown in Fig. 1.
This rings-on-a-string structure is characterized by the
coexistence of ordered domains torus and disordered do-
mains coil, thus, regarded as microphase segregation within
a single chain. Since the generation of an ordered folded
structure from a semiflexible chain can be considered a kind
of crystal growth, the appearance of such intrachain segre-
gated structures is somewhat counterintuitive. In fact, in the
simulation of the folding of a single semiflexible chain,
where the process of torus nucleation and growth is clearly
observed, a partially folded structure with a growing torus is
only transient, and never stable.17
One may suppose that this phenomenon is caused by
Rayleigh instability; a single droplet becomes unstable upon
the accumulation of the charge due to long-range nature of
the electrostatic interaction.17 A polyelectrolyte chain in poor
solvent, thus, may assume the pearl-necklace structure, in
which multiple small globules are interconnected by
strings.18–20 However, it is not immediately obvious that this
mechanism is responsible for the rings-on-a-string structures
observed for DNA in solution with moderate concentration
of the monovalent salt. In fact, a simple energetic consider-
ation suggests the following unique characteristic of the
charged torus.21 At a given segment density, a torus is char-
acterized by two characteristic radii of curvature, i.e., ring
radius and ring thickness, therefore, possesses larger degree
of freedom than a spherical globule, which is solely charac-
terized by the radius, or equivalently, by the segment number
inside it. This additional freedom provides an escape path-
way for the torus to grow without accumulating the electro-
static self-energy, i.e., unlike a spherical globule, a torus does
not necessarily split upon the charging. As an alternative
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reason, one may also suppose that such segregations are
caused due to heterogeneity in the base pair sequence of
DNA.
In Ref. 16, Miyazawa et al. reported the experimental
evidence on the rings-on-a-string structure in DNA together
with a rough theoretical expectation base on Ref. 12. In the
present article, we present theoretical ideas in more details,
and address the question of whether a charged semiflexible
homopolymer takes rings-on-a-string structures under ther-
mal equilibrium.
II. THEORY
To investigate the collapsing behavior of a DNA mol-
ecule, we consider a homopolymer with contour length L,
Kuhn length l thus, the total number of statistically indepen-
dent segments is N0=L / l, and line charge density , which
is embedded in a volume . Throughout this article, all
lengths and energies are measured in units of segment diam-
eter and thermal energy kBT, respectively. The solution con-
tains a moderate concentration of monovalent salts such as
NaCl, and additional guest molecules as a condensing agent
with valency z, whose number concentration is denoted as cg.
For simplicity, we consider the case of z−1lB1 lB is the
Bjerrum length, and thus the monovalent ions simply pro-
vide conventional linear screening with a decay length of rD,
comparable to the scale of a segment diameter.
We introduce a constrained free energy for the rings-on-







FcNj + Fout, 1
where Ni and Nj designate i and j dimensional vectors,
respectively. FtNi, FcNj, and Fout are the free energies of
a torus with Ni segments, a coil with Nj segments, and the
outer solution, respectively. Note that for nt1, nc=nt−1, nt,
or nt+1, while for nt=1, nc=1 or 2, depending on the states
of the chain ends.29 The interactions between different coils
and/or tori are negligibly small under the present condition
rD1.
A torus, inside which segments are densely packed in a
parallel arrangement, is generated due to the attractive inter-
action caused by the condensation of guest molecules. Al-
though the fine structure inside the torus, i.e., how many
guest molecules are condensed and how they are distributed
inside torus, depends on several experimental parameters
type of condensing agents, salt concentration, etc., it is pos-
sible to discuss torus stability at a phenomenological level.
We consider a torus with Ni segments, inside which Mi guest
molecules are condensed. The free energy of a torus with two
characteristic radii of curvature Ri ring radius and ri ring








where we omit the subscript representing the ith torus to
avoid vexatious notations. The first two terms are the stabi-
lization energy proportional to torus volume, Ft
vol	r2R,
and surface energy, Ft
sur	rR, where 0 and  are the
cohesive energy density and surface tension, respectively.
The third term is associated with bending to form a torus,
Ft
bend	Nl /R2 with bending modulus = l /2. The fourth
term represents the electrostatic self-energy of a torus, which
can be approximated by that of a cylinder with radius r,
length R, Ft
elec	 lBNl−zM2 /Rlnr+rD /r. The last rep-
resents the possible contribution of the configurational en-
tropy of guest molecules inside the torus. The precise form
of this term does not affect the qualitative picture in the
present paper, therefore, for simplicity, we adopt the ideal
gas approximation in the following calculations.
To proceed further without detailed knowledge on
the internal structure of the torus, we adopt the assumption
that the degree of charge neutralization inside the torus,
	
1−zM /Nl is a given parameter that depends on the
nature of the guest molecules and their interaction with poly-
electrolytes. Note that the surviving charge inside the torus is
expected to be probable if the collapse is stabilized by not
only electrostatic but also nonelectrostatic hydrophobic,
etc. forces. Using the relationship Nla2	r2R, which means
that the segments inside the torus are most densely packed,
the expression for the free energy of a torus with given 	,
Eq. 2, is reduced to a function of r. The optimum size of a
torus is derived via variational calculation on r.
For the remaining free energy terms, we adopt an argu-
ment that follows a type of counterion condensation
theory.22,23 Owing to the balance between the electrostatic
FIG. 1. Color online Examples of a single DNA molecule in rings-on-a-
string conformations and their schematic pictures. a A transmission elec-
tron micrograph and b an atomic force microscopic image of a single T4
DNA molecule contour length: 57 
m, collapsed by the addition of a a
quaternary diammonium compound and b a gemini surfactant. a and b
are adapted from Refs. 15 and 16, respectively. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. 15. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.
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energy of a coil and the translational freedom of guest mol-
ecules, some fraction of guest molecules are condensed on
the chain. The free energy of a coil part is expressed as the
sum of the electrostatic energy of a string with renormalized
charge and the configurational entropy of condensed guest






These terms can be expressed in linear form
with respect to Nj. Fc
elecNj	 lBlNj−m2ln1+2rD,
Fc
confNj	 lNjm lnmz /+  /z−mln1−mz /, Fc
coil
Nj	−Nj, where m is the number of condensed guest mol-
ecules on the chain per unit length, and  is the constant
order of unity associated with the chain conformation.
The free energy of the outer solution mainly arises from
the translational entropy of free guest molecules, Fout
	Mfree lnMfree /, where Mfree=cg−i=1
nt Mi−ml j=1
nc Nj
is the number of free guest molecules. The degree of coun-
terion condensation is determined via variational calculation
on m.
After substituting the optimum free energy of each torus
and coil into Eq. 1, we obtain the optimum free energy of
the polyelectrolyte in the rings-on-a-string conformation
with preassigned segment distribution characterized by nt
tori and nc coils, which is denoted as F*nt , Ni ;nc , Nj. To
seek the stable conformations, it is important to notice that
the number of statistically independent segments in a poly-
mer chain is, even though quite large, much smaller than
typical thermodynamic systems. Therefore, the segment dis-
tribution should be exposed to a rather strong thermal fluc-
tuation. Since the quantity of our interest is the number of
tori within a single polyelectrolyte, which is directly
measured from microscopic observation, we introduce parti-
tion functions corresponding to specific states characterized
by nt and/or nc, i.e., ZI coil, Znt
II rings-on-a-string with nt
tori, and Znt
III fully collapsed state with nt tori, which are
calculated with conservation of the segment number, iNi
+ jNj =N0,























exp− F*nt,Ni;0 . 6
Note here that there is a possible occurrence of multiple tori
as fully collapsed structures21 as is explicitly seen in Eq. 6.
We numerically calculated Znt
II and Znt
III by enumerating all
possible segment distributions. The grand partition function
is










t is the chemical potential of a torus. Note that

t=0 reflects the fact that there is no conservation law for
the generation and annihilation of the torus.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Fig. 2, we exemplify a diagram of state for a single
polyelectrolyte chain in the cg−N0 plane for two different
cases; a the interior charge of the torus is almost neutral-
ized by the condensation of guest molecules 	=10−4, and
b neutralization is incomplete, and thus the torus is slightly
charged 	=0.2. Figures 3 and 4 show two quantities of
interest around the transition region: i the average number
of collapsed segment Nt, and ii its fluctuation Nt
21/2 for
various chain lengths bracket means the thermal average.
In these calculations, we adopted the following parameters:
lB=rD=1, =0.7, l=20, z=2, =−0.4, and =0.15. The sys-
tem volume  is set so that the volume fraction of a chain
N0l / is 310−4. Under these conditions, polyelectro-
lyte collapse does not occur until the total charge of condens-
ing agents is much greater than that of a polyelectrolyte, with
a ratio on the order of 100.
In case a, the transition is all-or-nothing between two
states, coil and fully collapsed states. The size scaling of a
torus is the same as that of a neutral chain.8,21,24–26 Reflecting
the finite chain length effect, the transition concentration of
guest molecules cg
* shows rather strong length dependence
for a short chain region, where cg
* rapidly decreases with N0.
On the other hand, qualitatively different behaviors are
observed if there remains a slight surviving charge inside the
torus case b. For short chains N0100, the transition is
all-or-none type. Just like the case a, the transition region
becomes smaller with the increase in chain length. However,
FIG. 2. State diagrams of a single polyelectrolyte chain as a function of the
concentration of guest molecules cg and chain length N0. a A torus is
almost completely neutralized, 	=10−4. b A torus is slightly charged due
to the surviving excess charge, 	=0.2. In the region designated as rings on
a string, rings-on-a-string conformations are most probable ZIIZI ,ZIII.
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further increase in chain length converts the transition man-
ner from the all-or-none to multistep folding. This is demon-
strated by the appearance of the shoulder and/or secondary
peak in the graph of Nt
21/2 after the sharp first peak. An-
other signal for this multistep folding is recognized in the
dependence of Nt on cg, where clear inflectionlike points
are seen for long chains. The first steep increase in Nt cor-
responds to the formation of the first torus, where the coil
state and the intrachain segregated state with one torus coex-
ist. It is seen that cg
*
, which is used for the guest molecule
concentration at the onset of the collapse first peak in Nt
for the case of multistep folding, approaches the asymptotic
value with the increase in chain length. The latter modest
increase in Nt corresponds to the growth of the torus and/or
the successive formation of a new torus. The region of the
intrachain segregation becomes wider with the chain length.
The detailed probability distributions depending on cg for
N0=500 and 1200 are shown in Fig. 5. In the former case,
the intrachain segregation with one torus is most stable in
some range of cg, but two tori structure becomes never domi-
nant, whereas in the latter case, the transition from one torus
structure to two tori structure is seen, which is signaled in the
second peak in Nt
21/2. These results indicate that the
longer chain has a potentiality to form rings-on-a-string
structure with more tori, and its collapse transition is charac-
terized by a sequence of transitions from one structure to the
other with different number of tori.
These qualitatively different transition behaviors result
from the difference in the excess interior charge of the torus
	. To see the effect of 	, it is instructive to consider the
state with one torus and one coil part, and its corresponding
free energy F1N
Fnt=1, N ;nc=1, N0−N. Generally




N is the extensive part proportional to the segment num-
ber 
 is the difference between the segment chemical po-
tentials in the coil and the torus states, and F1 is the non-
FIG. 3. Average number of segments inside torus state Nt around the
collapse transition for a 	=10−4 and b 	=0.2.
FIG. 4. Fluctuation of the number of segments inside torus state Nt
21/2
around the collapse transition for a 	=10−4 and b 	=0.2.
FIG. 5. Color online The probability distribution of polyelectrolyte struc-
tures depending on the concentration of guest molecules cg for a chain
length of top N0=500 and bottom N0=1200. In both cases, the degree of
the surviving charge inside the torus of 	=0.2. The most probable numbers
of tori in the fully collapsed state are nt=1 N0=500 and nt=2
N0=1200.
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extensive part that mostly arises from the surface and
bending energy of the torus. In the case of a neutral chain, as
a consequence of the competition between the surface and
bending energies, the thickness of the torus scales as
rN2/5. One can derive this by minimizing the relevant part
of torus free energy Ft
sur+Ft
bend+Ft
elast see Eq. 2 with re-
spect to r with the constraint Nla2	r2R and the condition
=0 neutral chain. By inserting this optimum thickness
into Eq. 2, one finds F1N3/5. The partially collapsed
structure is highly unstable due to this large energetic pen-
alty. However, once the torus is charged, even slightly, elec-
trostatic self-energy should be taken into account. Then the
torus thickness as a function of N approaches a saturated
value for large N, which is determined by the balance be-
tween the surface and electrostatic self-energy of the torus
note that the optimum torus thickness is controlled by the
screening length through the electrostatic self-energy.21,30 If
the torus thickness does not depend on N, then, by inserting
r=const. into Eq. 2, one finds F1N−1, indicating that
the energetic penalty in the partially collapsed structure be-
comes less relevant for relatively large N. These features are
clearly shown in Fig. 6, which plots the profiles of F1N
around the transition concentrations of guest molecules

	0 for N0=500, a 	=10−4, and b 	=0.2.
Dividing one torus into two or more tori always re-
quires an additional energetic penalty, which comes from the
contribution of the nonextensive part of free energy. As we
have discussed above, this penalty is small for large N with
some finite value of 	. On the other hand, the possible num-
ber of ways that tori and coils can be arranged increases with
the number of tori, while the penalty associated with the
boundary between the two states is negligible as a conse-
quence of the quasi-one-dimensional nature of the polymer
chain. Our theoretical model of a rings-on-a-string structure,
thus, resembles one-dimensional Ising model in a sense, i.e.,
segments in the torus and coil state correspond to up and
down spins, respectively. Roughly speaking, changing the
concentration of guest molecules corresponds to changing
the external field in the Ising model. The essential difference
is the presence of long-range interaction along the one-
dimensional chain in the collapsed state, which arises from
the actual dimensionality of the collapsed morphology of the
polymer chain. This fact produces the nontrivial nonexten-
sive part of free energy that depends on the collapsed struc-
ture. In the case of a stiff or semiflexible chain with worm-
like flexibility in three-dimensional space, the collapsed
morphology is a torus, and its size depends on the degree of
the surviving charge inside the torus.21 Owing to this char-
acteristic, our model exhibits a discrete character on the tran-
sition in contrast to the one-dimensional Ising model. De-
pending on the form of the nonextensive part of free energy,
the entropic factor due to the combination of the arrangement
of tori and coils in a chain, i.e., combinational entropy, can
dominate the energetic penalty with a chain longer than some
critical length, which leads to the appearance of a rings-on-
a-string structure.
The mechanism discussed does not depend on the mod-
eling details. Essential requisites are i the discreteness of
the collapse transition and ii the particular property of a
torus, namely, its instability to thicken beyond a certain size.
A general nature of our simple homopolymer model suggests
the appearance of rings-on-a-string structures not only for
DNA molecules but also for other semiflexible polyelectro-
lytes. In the present model, we ascribe the factor limiting the
torus thickness to the charge effect. In this sense, the mecha-
nism is partly analogous to the appearance of pearl-necklace
structures of a flexible polyelectrolyte based on the Rayleigh
instability. But there may be other situations where the torus
thickness is limited by other mechanism. For example, we
expect that surfactant molecules, which are sometimes used
as condensing agents, may affect such structural property
through the packing inside collapsed structures.
As one can expect from Figs. 3 and 4 also easily
guessed from the analogy with one-dimensional Ising
model, rings-on-a-string structures exhibit a rather large
fluctuation in terms of the number, size of tori, and their
position along the chain. Another interesting prediction from
the model is the evolution of the number of the collapsed
part ring; after a single ring is formed at the onset of the
partial collapse, the number of rings increases with the fur-
ther addition of the condensing guest molecules. We note
that, indeed, recent experiments indicate some of the collaps-
ing behaviors of giant DNA molecules are described by our
model, i.e., the torus thickness is limited, and the number of
torus increases as the collapse proceeds.16,27
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a plausible mechanism for the occur-
rence of the coexistence of order and disorder within a single
polyelectrolyte chain, i.e., rings-on-a-string structures. We
have demonstrated that the nature of the collapse transition
critically depends on a property size scaling of the torus. If
the thickness of the torus is limited by some mechanism, the
collapse of a sufficiently long chain is characterized by a
sequence of discrete transitions, i.e., swollen coil-micro
phase separated structure with one torus-two tori-¼-fully
collapsed state. The presence of finite surviving charge inside
the torus has been pointed out as one possible mechanism for
FIG. 6. Free energy profiles of a polyelectrolyte with one torus and one coil
measured from the coil state as a function of the number of segments in the
torus state. The chain length is N0=500, and the degree of the surviving
charge inside the torus is 	=10−4 dashed line, cg	6.1410−3, 	=0.2
solid line, cg	1.0710−2.
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limiting the torus thickness.21 The degree of surviving charge
inside a torus 	 may depend on several factors, such as steric
structure and the chemical properties of condensing agents,
the concentration of coexisting monovalent and/or other
electrolytes, etc. In the present analysis, we assumed that 	 is
a given fixed parameter, and asked how it influences the
transition behavior. This is primarily because we sought to
make the discussion simple and transparent, which allows us
to capture the essence of the mechanism. Another reason lies
in the difficulty for incorporating such properties in the
model in a consistent manner. It is expected, however, that 	
may also change to some extent depending on the concentra-
tion of guest molecules cg. The degree of this change should
depend on the experimental systems, but if 	 decreases
rather quickly with the addition of the guest molecules, then,
the region for the appearance of “rings-on-a-string” becomes
narrower. The analysis of such effects is left for a future
problem and further experimental as well as theoretical stud-
ies are awaited to make clear the full scenario of the micro
phase separation on semiflexible polyelectrolytes, both on
equilibrium and kinetic aspects.
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